Outreach: Fall Zoom Lecture Series
The Northeast and East Central Regional Centers held a virtual lecture series throughout the fall of 2020. Each month featured a different presentation: September Archaeology of Pirates by Emma Dietrich, October Erased Cemeteries by West Central’s Becky O’ Sullivan, November Archaeology of Fermentation by Emily Jane Murray, and December Majolica Manicures by Sarah Miller and the Florida Museum Ceramics Technology Lab’s Lindsay Bloch. The lectures were well received, with an average attendance of around 40 people. The Fermentation talk even included over 150 participants from across the globe!

Over 150 participants from across the world logged on for the Northeast Regional Center’s “Archaeology of Fermentation” lecture in November 2020.
The Northeast and East Central Regions took Heritage Monitoring Scouts (HMS Florida) Workshops virtual in the fall of 2020. Staff trained 28 people through two workshops in October and November. Workshops even drew participants from other States and territories interested in learning more about HMS Florida in hopes of creating similar programs. Staff also created a video demonstrating how to monitor an archaeological site, featuring Shell Bluff Landing.

Link to monitoring video: https://youtu.be/HfLOcQs1BTw

Participants during the first HMS Florida workshop for the Northeast and East Central Region.